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Discovering the Deep:  
Life in the “other world” of our planet 
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We are earthbound to a 2D world
limited by our physiology
and visual dependence
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>90% of the Earth’s biosphere
is below 500m

• Large biomass here

• Daily migrations
up from the dark

• Planet’s biggest habitat
where we know the least

Wikipedia
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Our preconceptions about the Deep Sea 
are hard to shift

Truth
• Cold (1.5‐3o C)
• No sunlight
• High Pressure 
• Low food input
• Some strange animals

Myth
• Limited life
• Homogeneous habitats
• Stable and quiescent
• One vast realm
• Remote and unchanging

The desert?Fangtooth MBARI

Emerging

• “Dark” food production
• Microbial diversity high
• Habitat diversity high
‐ both pelagic & seafloor

• Staggering biodiversity

New sea lily species Tunnicliffe et al 2014
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Cold and low food input means 
“conserve your energy”

• Most food falls from the surface
• Mobile animals with metabolism ‘tuned’ 

to deep habitats
• Move slowly, grow slowly
• Keen food detection

Consequences:
• Highly sensitive to temperature change
• Surface productivity change affects the 

deep ecosystem 
NOAA OE 
INDEX

Drazen & Sutton 2017
McClain et al. 2012

Coryphaenoides armatus: abyssal 

Coryphaenoides
acrolepis: slope

MBARI
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Slow, old and babies are rare in big animals

• Great age in many animals

• Late to mature

• Low reproduction rates

Consequences:

• Rates of recovery are much longer 
than shallow water

Greenland shark  400 yrs old
Mature at 150 years

Corals dated to 
4000 years

Seep tubeworms at 
least 300 yrs old

Images NOAA and MBARI
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The biggest biome: Abysso-pelagic

¾Organic particles from surface

• Bacteria react quickly to delivery

• New discoveries of “dark production”: 
chemosynthetic microbes

• Extraordinary adaptations 

• Food web complexity

¾Interconnections with upper ocean 
through lifecycle migrations

¾ Great discovery potential

http://es.reinoanimalia.wikia.com
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But even here, the environment differs 
across the globe

High surface production Æ

Low surface production Æ

Thus, food into the deep 
is highly variable.

‘Receiving’ communities
are keenly attuned

Climate change Æ productivity changes

Mining in nodule provinces Æ sedimentation impacts
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Ocean chlorophyll
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The oxygen profiles are different

ATLANTIC
• Arctic water sinks 

with oxygen

• MidAtlantic Ridge 
barrier at depth

PACIFIC 
• Low O2 zone wider

• Less oxygen
at depth

Brad A. Seibel Physiology 2016;31:418-429
9 Brad A. Seibel Physiology 2016;31:418-429

©2016 by American Physiological Society

The Abyssal Seafloor

http://www.ecosmagazine.com WHOI

Is it really a desert? Mid north Pacific ~4000m

Credit: Craig McClain

• A riot of diversity in small fauna

• Key ecological question:  how?

• FOOD – the mud matters
Processing for organics

• Small changes Æ consequences
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Many habitats host high diversity 

Manganese nodules host fauna unknown elsewhere

Research very limited here

Millions of years to form nodules
& long evolutionary times

26 years: little recovery 
in experimental dredge
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NOAA OE

Vanreusel et al., 2016

C  R Smith 2017

Some are low diversity 
but very high novelty

Hyrothermal vents:  clues to evolution of 
life on – and beyond – Earth

• 80% of named species live only there

• Truly unusual adaptations

• TINY habitat area … but perched on 
seafloor ore deposits

• Nearly all high seas deposits under 
exploration contracts with ISA
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Rainforests of the deep: corals and sponges

Seamounts:  often with enhanced 
productivity and biomass

• Fishing pressure on nursery areas

• Some with metal-rich crusts near 
summit … also where dense corals 
and sponges occur

• Old foundation species

Pacific seamounts 1300m & 2400m deep
NOAA OE Expeditions 2017

Rockfish on Cobb Smt
removed over just a few years13
Tunnicliffe

Trapped by our perceptions

• The blue stuff may hold more 
habitat diversity than land
Æ especially as we reshape land

• “Does it matter if it changes?”
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Exam question:
“What do I say about the deep sea?”

Responses    (Average age:  23)

¾ Be patient; invest in the potential discoveries and 
innovations that the deep sea has to offer

¾ Thoroughly understand the consequences should 
we choose to damage deep-sea habitats 

¾ It is hard to make predictions about the unknown.

¾ Enhance communication and transparency among industry, 
policy makers, and the scientific community

¾ Do you know what the Deep Sea has done for you lately?
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